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ADR Notable Founder and CEO Named a Top 20 Legal Tech CEO of 2021 
Gary Doernhoefer recognized for technology innovations to support dispute resolution services 

COLUMBUS, October 6, 2021: ADR Notable, the company that helps professionals manage 
every step of the dispute resolution process, is pleased to announce that Founder and CEO 
Gary Doernhoefer was recently named a Top 20 Legal Tech CEO of 2021 by Technology 
Innovators magazine. Gary is being recognized for developing ADR Notable and his efforts to 
provide a valuable software tool to help dispute resolution professionals manage their practice. 

“Great admiration for the work of dispute resolution professionals as essential peacemakers in 
our society is one of the main reasons that led me to the conception of ADR Notable,” says 
Gary. Further, “ADR is a growing field, and any business executive, legal or not, should learn 
more about dispute resolution to address conflict arising within the organization.”  To that end, 
“we’ve developed a technology tool that helps DR practitioners in their day-to-day efforts to help 
others.”  

ADR Notable was built to facilitate and streamline every step of the dispute resolution 
process. The platform makes mediation case management a breeze so professionals can focus 
on what matters most: their clients. ADR Notable is a secure, cloud-based platform, so users 
can be assured of privacy, security, and flexible resources.   

Read Gary’s full Technology Innovators interview. 

About ADR Notable LLC 

ADR Notable provides a software platform for dispute resolution professionals that alleviates 
administrative burden and makes their efforts easier, more consistent and productive, with real 
time savings. The platform allows professionals to focus on their unique human skills and what 
matters most: their clients. ADR Notable is available as a 30-day free trial with no credit card 
required. For more information, visit adrnotable.com or follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn, 
and Facebook. 
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